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QUESTION 1

You want to restrict the size of a custom log file and enable log file rotation. Which Apache Sling configuration has to be
changed in the AEM Web Console? 

A. Apache Sling Composite Health Check 

B. Apache Sling Job Manager 

C. Apache Sling Logging Writer Configuration 

D. Apache Sling Logging Logger Configuration 

Correct Answer: D 

http://docs.adobe.com/docs/en/cq/5-6-1/deploying/osgi_configuration_settings.html 

 

QUESTION 2

You are logged in as userA and you are impersonating userB. How are your activities logged in the access.log? 

A. The logged userld is "userB impersonated by userA" 

B. The logged userld is "userA on behalf of userB" 

C. The logged userld is "userB" 

D. The logged userld is "userA" 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What are three causes if Dispatcher stopped updating cache files in the cache directory on the Webserver? (Choose
three). 

A. The request to the page in question contain query string parameters. 

B. The request to the page in question has authorization headers and dispatcher.any does not contain
\allowAuthorized. 

C. Dispatcher Flush agent is disabled on publish instance. 

D. The request URI of the page in question should always start with /content. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

https://docs.adobe.com/docs/en/dispatcher/disp-config.html 
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QUESTION 4

You are using IIS as the Web server with the dispatcher and your websites root folder path is /content/mycompany. The
page /content/mycompany/about us is edited and activated to the AEM publish instance. Assuming the dispatcher flush
agent is NOT available and IIS is installed on C:\inetpub of the Windows server, what needs to done for the new version
of the page to be seen from the IIS Web server? 

A. Delete the subfolders of the directory "C:\inetpub\wwwroot" to dear the content cache. 

B. Nothing. 

C. Delete the directory "C:\inetpub\tempn to clear the content cache. 

D. Delete the following directory "C:\inetpub\wwwroot\content\mycompany" to clear the content cache. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to invert the order of display of components added to parsys provided out of the box. Recently added
components always have to display on top. While implementing the new parsys component, which two options are
valid? (Choose two). 

A. Copy the parsys component and all its contents from /libs/foundation/components/parsys to
/apps/foundation/components/parsys and modify the applicable JSPs. 

B. Copy the only applicable parsys component JSPs from /libs/foundation/components/parsys to
/apps/foundation/components/parsys and modify them. 

C. Create a new parsys component under/apps//components/content/myparsys and apply the property
sling:resourceSuperType=foundation/components/parsy$, modify the JSP as applicable, 

D. Create a new parsys component from scratch. 

Correct Answer: BC 

https://docs.adobe.com/docs/en/cq/5-6/developing/components.html 
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